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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to discover the eff'ect of the 
summer vacation period on responses of seventh-grade pupils to 
individual test items in the arithmetic sub-tests of the Metro-
politan Achievement Test-F'orm R-Advanced Battery. 
The improvement of children in the various school sub jects 
is without question a matter of fundamental concern in education 
However, the factors which det~rmine the permanence of such im-
provement are also a matter of vital concern. 
The question of the influence of the summer vacation period 
on the achievement of children in school work has important 
implications for educational procedure in both school organi za-
tion and classroom teaching. It is obvious that the amount 
and kind of deterioration in school achievement during the 
summer va.cation needs to be known as a first step in planning 
the educational program in the spring and the review program in 
the fall. Also, if summer forgetting is found to be confined to 
..----
i i 
certain types of examples and problems, this finding will have 
implications for original presentation of arithmetic materials. 
scope of the Study 
In June 1949 the Metropolitan Achievement Test-Porm R-
Complete .Ac'!vanced Batteryij wa s administered to more than 400 
1/ MetrOpolitan Achievement Test-Form R-Complete Adyanced 
Batter;,. World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1947. 
- 1 -
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seventh-grade pupils in seventeen elementary schools in Man -
chester, New Hampshire. This same test was administered in 
September 1949, after the summer vacation of ten weeks, to the 
same pupils in order to discover the amount of gain or loss 
in achievement as a result of the vacation period. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form R-Com plete Advanced 
Battery is made up of ten tests. Two of these are arithmetic 
sub-tests. Sub-test three is arithmetic fundamentals and sub-
test four is arithmetic problems. The present study is con-
cerned with these two sub-tests. In tabulating the results, 
a distinction was made between boys and girls in order to 
study the relative achievement of the two sexes. 
Justification 
Previous investigations of the influence of the summer 
vacation period on arithmetical achievement of children have 
used a decrease or increase in average scores as the criterion 
of the effect of this vacation period . Yet, it may well be 
that pupil achievement on certain kinds of examples and prob-
lems will actually improve during the summer vacation period. 
Thus, tbe problem of the present investigation was to ascertain 
the effect of the summer vacation period on response to indi-
vidual items as shown by pupil performance on the arithmetic 
sub-tests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form R-Complete 
Advanced Battery. 
I 
'I 
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CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH RE.LATF:D TO THE STUDY II 
li 
This study is concerned with changes in performance on I'' 
types of arithmetic examples ~nd problems following the summer 
vacation period . A survey of numerous studies of summer far-
getting reported in the literature of testing and measurement 
points to . tbe lack of conclusive evidence as to the exact 
pattern of gains and l osses in the area of arithmetic. 
Retention and Forgetting 
!I 
I· 
II 
I 
i 
I 
I It bas been found that, in general, forgetting proceeds 
lrapidly at first and then decreases slowly. The classical 
experiment of Ebbinghaus in 1885, concerning memory and reten-
,tion, points out that forgetting takes place most rapidly im-
lmediately after learning~ 
In a recent study of summer forgetting of 176 fourth-grade 
pu pils in Gloucester , Massachusetts, in the area of arithmetic, 
Carle:/ indicated that chronological age, intelligence quotients 
and sex differences have only a very slight eff ect upon summer 
forgetting in the four fundamental processes. This would in-
dicate that mental age rather than intelligence may be one of 
!the most important factors influencing retention. There wa s 
evidence of an increase in f orgetting in all areas of abstract 
problems . This makes it seem evident that more emphasis must 
1, 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
be placed upon developing meaning in arithmetic and in providing! 
Dorothy S. Carle, A Study of Summer Forgetting of l<'ourth 
~rade Pupils in Arithmetic , Unpublished Thesis, Boston Univer-
sity , -"'1949. _ -· __ 
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I 
opportunities for its use in daily living. The author found 
that, in general, pupils with high initial scores forgot less 
in September. September gains were found only with pupils 
jscoring at the lower range in June. 
Patterson~/ conducted an experiment with 149 children dis-
l tributed in grades four to eight. The children were classified 
i on the basis of scores made on the Haggerty Intelligence Exam-
j ination into supernormal, normal and subnormal groups. Scores 
!of each grade ;n every test were tabulated and the median found 
for each grade. 
In the comparison of the median scores of the June and 
September tests of all pupils, arranged by mental groups, the 
author found that the subnormal group seemed to have retained 
. . . . - . 
the most while the supernormal and normal groups lost slightly. 
Elizabeth Bruene~/ carried on a study to determine the 
I 
effect of the summer vacation period on the achievement of 
pupils in the f ourth, fifth and sixth grades. The Stanford 
Achievement Test was administered. The gain or loss in all 
lgr 8des and in all subjects was expressed in terms of the average 
I amount of a school year, above or below norm~ The groups tested 
I I ere small. 
j The study indicated that 73 percent of those with an I. Q. 
I 
~ f 110 or above gained or remained the same, while 50 percent 
,p:; V. W. Patterson, "The Effect of the Summer Vacation on 
'! Children ' ·s Mental Ability and in Their Retention of -Arithmetic 
and Reading, 11 Education ( De cember 1925) 46: 222-228. 
:k; Elizabeth Bruene, 11The Effect of the Summer Vacation on the 
!\Achievement of Pupils in Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Grades; 11 Jour-
ib!l of Educational Research (November 1928) 18: 309-314 
-=-=-=--4 -
I of those with an I. Q. below 110 gained or remained the same. 
I The causes for loss or gain were not ascertained. 
The Stanford Tests were used by Schrepel and Laslett~ to 
test 120 junior high pu pils in grades eight and nine in the 
spring and again in the fa~l to check the loss of achievement 
during the summer vacation. The results showed no serious loss 
with the possible exception of arithmetic computation. In 14 
out of 22 subjects these pu pils showed actual gains in achieve-
' ment at the end of the summer vacation. The authors suggested 
that lengthy reviews in the fall are questionable. 
Noonan:/ conducted an experiment with 803 children in five 
public schools in St. Louis, Missouri during the first two weeks 
in June and the first two weeks in Septembe/ 1917. The achieve-
ment of 222 children who attended summer scbool was compared 
i with th e a chievement of the remainder of the group, the non-
1 summer group. The inf luence of the ~mmer school in improving 
I 
' the abilities tested was significant. In the case of the abil-
ity to solve problems, exactly the same change took place in 
the a chievement of the group who did not attend summer school 
as in the group that did. The writer a sserts that the summer 
I 
\ vacation do~s not cause any significant change in achievement 
of children in arithmetic, and that current o p inion has 
v ·. Marie Schrepel and H. R. Laslett, 11 0n ' the Loss of Knowl-
edge by Junior High Pupils Over the Surm1ler. II - Journal of Edu-
cational Psycho+QEX (April 1936) 27: 2 99-303. 
2/ Margaret E. Noonan, Influence of the Summer Vacation on the 
Abilities of ' Fiftb and Sixth Grade Children. Contribu.tions · to 
Education No. 204, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1926. 
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exaggerated the amount o~ ~orgetting that takes place during 
I 
II 
1
1 the summer vacation interval. 
II 
!I I 
The writer concluded that the current practice of resuming 
:/ 
l: 
'I l· 
I 
II 
i, classes in the ~all on the basis of 
I 
I! an organization determined 1 
! by achievement o~ children measured before the vacation period, lj 
1 
so ~ar as the fifth- and sixth grades were concerned, seemed to 
" be fully justified by the results o~ the study. The author 
I 
: states that it seems reasonably clear that when children have 
I reached the fifth- and sixth grades, those abilities that are I . . . . 
1
\ highly organized, such as arithmetic problem solving, are so 
il well established that no serious deterioration will take place 
1j during the summer vacation period, and even when the ability 
' is dependent upon a more simple arrangement of bonds, as in 
ii 
J arithmetical computation, the amount o~ deterioration is so 
I 
!1 small that it may be ignored for practical purposes. 
I 
li A study using the Termon Group Test of Mental Ability to 
1 secure the mental ratings of students was carried out by 0. vv. 
I 
: Kolbex'g~/. The study showed that in the case of easy material, 
1 improvement in knowledge o~ subject matter rather than forget-
1\ing takes place during the summer months. In addition, when 
I 
I 
:j the entire range of intelligence was considered, it was found 
I 
I !~'that there was no relation between I. Q. and retention. Diffi-
I. 
il 
II 
lj 
r, 
II 
~~ cult subject m~tter was ~orgotten more rapidly by all groups 
;
1
than easy subject matter. 
I 
In measuring "Summer Versus Winter Gains in School Achieve- ! 
i! y o. w. Kolberg, "A Study of S.ummer-Time Forgetting." 
I' tary School Journal (December 1934) 35: 281-287. 
I 
Elemen-' 
- - ---
1: 
I 
I 
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' 
ment," of fourth to eighth grade children, Keys and Lawson~/ 
found that there was a substantial change in the educational 
achievement during the summer months. Losses outnumber gains. 
They conclude that in several subjects the loss as a result of 
the summer vacation is sufficient to remain evident several 
weeks after the resumption of school in the fall. 
A study of the amount of time required for pupils to regair 
the knowledge and skills lost during the summer vacation period 
I was inve stigated by Nelson:/. The Courtis Standard, Research A, 
I Arithmetic Tests, Series B were administered in grades five and 
I I seven. The first forms of these tests were given in May 1926, 
wb ile th e second forms were given in September. Successive form 
were given at two week intervals until six weeks bad elapsed, 
with the f :inal test fift een weeks after the opening of school 
in the fall. Grade seven r ega ined the spring level of achieve-
ment in th e number of problems solved corl"ectly six weeks after 
the opening of school in the f all. Gra de f ive regained the 
s pring level of achievement sometime prior to th e giving of the 
winter test. 
The implications of this study would seem to be that a re-
view of the fundamental processes of arithmetic during the first 
month of school in tbe fall would quickly restore tbe habits 
l 17 Noel Keys and ·J. V. Lawson, "Summer Versus Winter Gains in 
Ti chool Achievement." School and Society (October 1937) 46: 
541-544. -
2/ M. J. Nelson, 11 How Much Time Is Required in the Fa ll for 
Pupils in the Elementary Schools to Rea ch Again the Spring Level 
1 of Achievement?", -Journal of Educational Research (November 
1928) 18: 305-308. 
7 
lost as a result of disuse. 
One of the earliest studies of retention in the third and 
fourth year classes was conducted by Kirby~/ in the schools of 
the Children's Aid Society of New York City. Change in the 
ability of 1350 children in addition and division was noted 
before and after practice periods to show the effect of s pecific 
training. Both in addition and division there was a loss in 
ability during the summer . He also found that more practice 
was needed in division than in addition upon the pupils return 
to school in September in or der to regain the level of achieve-
ment of the previous June,. The author states that a loss was 
shovm as a result of the summer vacation and be attributes 
this loss in achievement to the low grade and age. The child-
' ren bad not been working in the areas tested, addition and 
division, for very long. 
It a 9pears from an analysis of the results of th is inves-
1 
tigation that recently learned subject matter is less thoroughly 
retained than subject matter that has been presented at an 
earlier period. This would ind icate that the emphasis should 
be placed on a review of newer materials more strongly than on 
aterials that have been learned for some time. 
In an experimental study in improving ability to reason in 
arithmetic, Stone2/ pointed out that there is need for a short 
. . . -
T. J-.-Kirby, Practice in the Case of Schoo~ Children. Con-
-ributions to Education No. 58~ Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, -Columbia University, !'leW York, 1913, 81-97. 
~/ C. W. Stone, "An Experimental Study in Improving Ability to 
eason in Arithmetic , 1,1 Twent~ Nintb Yearbook., National Society 
or the Study of Fducatron,uolic School Puolishing Company, 
loomingj:;on llinoiJL_ 9_3_Q 92 
8 
9 
I 
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pePiod of ppactice to Peestablish the habits that were operating 
at the end of the training period. He feels that retention is 
the final criterion of the usefulness of any teaching matePials. 
The general conclusions drawn from Townsend 1 s~/ study of 
the use of the Stanford Achievement Test in the fall and spring 
programs showed that the reliability of part scores on the 
' J Stanf'ord Tests seemed to be high enough, in most cases, to pro-
vide an adequate basis f'or group instruction. The test scores 
of arithmetic are probably reliable enough to be useful for 
diagnosing pupil needs and placing pu pils in groups f'or special 
instruct ion. 
A study of the independent school medians for groups of 
grades two through eight in the fall and s pring indicates that -
pupils may have scores which are higher even on the total test 
in the spring than they do in the f'all. Medians in the arith-
metic tests given in the spring seem to be consistently higher 
than those obtained fpom groups tested in the fall of the year. 
Helen P . Seaward2/ used the Metropolitan Achievement Test-
Form R-Complete Advanced Battery to determine retention of' sub-
ject matter in ten areas over the summer vacation. She reports 
that the only significant loss during the summer vacation was 
found in the f'our fundamental processes of arithmetic. The 
1/ Agatha Townsend, "The Use of t:ge Stanford Achievement Test 
1'!'n · t -he Fall and Spring of the Year, Educational Records Bullet:in 
,
1
-No. 52, Educational Records Bureau, New York, (July 1949) 68-77. 
2/ Helen P . Seaward, A Study to Show the Retention of' Subject 
! Matter in Ten Areas of we MetropolitanAchievetnent Test "Over 
lthe Summe-r Vacation on a Seventh Grade Level, Unpublished Thesis 
!Boston University, 1950. -
1=-=--===11===-=-=---=-==--=---=-=-==== 
I median 
I 
raw score was found to be 33.34 examples correct in the 
l· spring as against a raw score of 32.18 in the fall, a difference 
of -1.16 examples which is significant of the 1 percent level. 
By contrast arithmetic problems show a gain of 1'.10 prob-
' ~ lems from a spring score of 15.56 to a fall score of 15.66. 
~ This _ gain is not statistically reliable. The author concluded 
;1 tb at, on tb e wbole, . tbe correlations bet we en s pring and fall 
testing are remarkably high and that the changes in achievement 
are not of such magnitude to seriously invalidate the present 
method of assuming little or no change during the summer ~atian. 
Effective Learning 
~ How retention is related to effective learning is also to 
lbe considered. It must be realized that retention of any given 
I 
!material will be aided by methods of instruction provided to 
~bring out . the meaningfulness and usefulness of the acquired 
nowledge. In other words, learning will endure only insofar as 
~he learner finds it meaningful and bas a need to use it often. 
In arithmetic there is little opportunity for out-of-school 
ractice during the sumc.er vacation, and so we find that some 
1
• orgetting does occur. This goes to strengthen the truth of the 
I tatement tbat tbe effective a ~proach to permanent learning is 
the use of material that is meaningful. 
In an experiment conducted by Lee and Leelj they noted that 
' -
I 
1 
be more meaningfu l the material, tbe longer it is retained. I . 
['his 
,! 
w I D. 
was further subst antiated in an experiment carried on by 
Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and His -Curriculum, 
Appleton Century Company, New York, 1940, __ P. 137. 
10 
McGeach and ~fuite1y~/ which showed that the curve of forgetting 
is less when meaningful maste-rials are used. 
According to Woodworth:! learning does not start with ele-
\ ments and unite these, but it starts with groups , or even with 
I 
1 the whole series and proceeds largely by analysis and the find-
ing of parts and relations. The importance of an initial orien-
tation in the material to be learned, of locating and grouping 
the items, and of finding or investing meaningful relations has 
be come even more certain with the progr_ess of investigation. I . 
It has been pointed out that the opportunity to utilize 
the se _ ?oncepts in a social , situation will contribute, in a large 
degree , to their retention. Wilson3/ agree s with this statement 
when he asserts that the teaching o f arithmetic in the grades 
l is justified only on the basis of its utility in the common 
affa irs of life. 
These findings, in a sense, are summe d u p by Wheat4/ when 
says, "Often when the pupil has completed the cours e he knows 
only tho se parts that he can still remember, and they all seem 
to him as separate and unrelated combinations , proces ses, for-
mulas, rules and types of problems to be solved." 
g; J. A. McGeach and P . L. Whitely, 11The Recal l of Observed 
Material ." Journal o.f Educational Psxcho~ (1926) 17: 419-425. 
~/ R. ·s. Woodworth, ExQerimental Psychologx, Henry Holt and 
Company, New York, 1938, P . 35 . 
~/ G. M. Wilson, ~That · Arithmetic Shall Vie Teach, Houghton-~tifflin Company, Boston, 1926, P . 1. 
... . - . . . . 
11-/ ·H . G. 'IJ!fueat, The Psy9bo~ and Teaching ' of Arithmetic, 
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston , 1937, P . 157. 
11 
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Sex Differences 
II 
A secondary concern of this study is a comparison of the 
!! relative achievement of boys and girls. Freemanlj s ays that 
- . 
,, . 
I in the matter of number concepts and abilities in arithmetic, 
! the weight of evidence favors the male group in all tests in-
· volving tbe use of number and that, on the whole, it appe ars 
J from available data, th at true sex differences exist with res-
' i pect to numerical abilities in chil dren above the age of about 
eigh t years and i n mature individuals. 
I Webb~/ compared the achievement scores of 410 boys and 349 
!'girls <?bt ~:- lined on the Webb Geometry Tests in Los Angeles, Cali-
ifo rnia. He foun~ boys superior to girls by amounts not attrib-
lutable to chance. Girls were found to be more variable in 
.! their achievement than boys • 
. , 
,, I Miller.~/ made a study particularly concerned with the rel-
\ativ~ achievement of boys and girls of the same chronological 
lages. The Stanford Achievement Test was administered to 541 
and 491 girls in grades two through eight, inclusive, in 
be schools of Springfield, Illinois. No marked superiority wa s 
for either sex, but boys tended to show a slight superi-
to girls. 
1 F. s. Freeman, Individual Differences, Henry Holt and 
jCompany, New York, 1934, P . 203. · 
,g; P ~ E. Webb, "A Study of Geometric Abilities Among Boys and 
'Eirls of Equal Mental Abilities, 11 Journal of Educational Re-
l~earcb; (1922) 15: 256-262. 
!~/ w. A. Miller, "Achievement Scores of Boys and Girls of the 
~arne Chronological Ages," The Elementary School Journal (1932) 
\52: 676-680. 
In a test given to eighth grade pupils concerning the in-
formational phase of arithmetic as it relates to an understandin§ 
of certain concepts found in the social usages of business 
arithmetic, Grossnickle.Y found that the average performance of 
1
the boys was significantly greater than that of the girls. 
I . In his study to determine sex differences in achievement 
l in ~rithmetic at the .fifth and seve~th grade levels of the publiD 
l schools of Brookline, Massachusetts, Nychis~ found that there 
was a difference in favor of the boys not great enough to have 
statistical significance in arithmetic computation in grade 
seven. However, in arithmetic 1•easoning, he found a diffe rence 
in favor of the boys at the seventh grade level which was 
statistically significant. 
These studies indicate that further statistical investi-
gation is necessary to determine the exact gains or losses to be 
expected as a result of the summer vacation. 
We cannot be sure that a test given in the spring of the 
year will accurately reflect pupil achievement by the time· the 
pupil returns in the fall. We may even anticipate a loss in 
!achievement in ari:thmetic. But, since we cannot at present 
janticipate the extent of this gain or loss in achievement, the 
need for testing achievement in the spring and again in the fall 
. . 
seems apparent and advisable. 
~ F . E. Grossnickle, "Concepts in Social Arithmetic for the 
Eighth Grade Level," Journal of Educational Research, (1937) 
30: 475-488. . . 
2/ P. V. Nychis , Sex Differences in Achievement in Arithmetic In Grades Five and seven, Unpublished Thesis, Boston University, 
1948. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
Selection of Pupils 
This study deals with a group of 375 seventh-grade pupils 
from seventeen elementary schools of Manchester, New Ham pshire. 
There was approximately the same similarity of ability in the 
classes that took tbe test that one ordinarily finds in a 
school sy stem where a common course of study is followed and 
wh ere all the teachers are under similar supervision, but 
where there is a diversity of nationality, economic background 
and extreme individual variations among the children. 
The range of intelligence scores for the 375 pupils from 
a low of 55 to a high of 153 with a mean score of 100.2. 
These scores were obtained from the Terman-McNemar Testof 
Mental Ability~/. This group, then, may be considered normal. 
Selection of Tests 
To measure the amount of change whi ch bas taken place in 
!acbif'vement of a group of individuals during a given interval 
of time, exact and comparable measures of achievement of the 
group at the beginning and at the end of the time interval 
must be secured. In order to secure measures of pupil achieve-
ment in arithmetic during the summer vacation period, standard-
ized tests were used. By the use of th e se standardized tests, 
it was possible to measure pupil achievement in units that bad 
1
1 / Terman-McNemar~st of Mental · Ability. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1941. 
- 14 -
World Book Company, 
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Jthe same value at the beginning and at the end of the summer 
vacation interval. 
Some objection might reasonably be made of the use of the 
1 same test twice, on the ground that the individuals tested 
I 
!would improve their score on the second test because of a famil-
l iarity acquired with the test in the first trial. To meet this 
objection, the test used was of sufficient length to make it 
. extremely difficult for any of the· children tested to remember 
l the material of the test over an interval of time as long as 
!the summer vacation period. 
I The two arithmetic sub-tests of the Metropolitan Achieve-
jment Test-Form R-Complete Advanced Battery were among the tests 
jused in this study. 
' 
I Sub-test three is a test on arithmetic fundamentals con-
ltaining 57 items, where the child has to work each example and 
!write the answer in the 
I Sub-test. four is a 
box provided. 
test on arithmetic problems containing 
33 items, where the child has to solve each problem and write 
answer in the box provided. 
Administration and Scoring of Tests 
This test was administered the first week of June 1949 to 
seventh-grade pupils by the classroom teachers. 
This same test was admin istered at the beginning of school 
J ~n September 1949 to the same pupils by the eighth-grade teach-
' i rs in four testing periods. 
The classroom teachers corrected and scored the tests and 
15 
the writer of this paper checked the scoring for the two sub-
tests pertaining to the present study. 
Procedure for Collection of Data 
When gathering this data the writer first separated the 
test results into three groups, the u pper 25 percent, the mid-
dle 50 percent and the lower 25 percent, according to raw scores 
A separation of the test results of boys and girls was made in 
these three groups in ord~r to study the relative ability of the 
two sexes. The writer then made out individual cards for each 
I item. On these cards_ was recorded for eacb of the three a -
1 chievement groups, the percent of the boys, the percent of the 
girls and the percent of the total group answering the item 
correctly in June. This same procedure was followed with the 
Se ptember results. 
• 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND INT ERPRETATIONS 
The data used in this study were obtaine d from the t e st 
results of 375 seventh-grade pu pils f rom seventten elementary 
schools of' Manchester, New Hampshire . Although these scho ols 
a r e situated in different p arts o f the city, it is not bel ieved 
that there are any marked diff eren ces in the children . The 
group includes slow, average and su pe rior pupils. 
Data used in tbis study include the scor e s obtaine d from 
the a rithmet ic sub-tests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test-
Form R- Advanced Battery, administered in June and again in 
September 1949. 
In ber study to determine retention o f subject ma t ter 
ove r the summer vacation in ten areas measured by the Metro pol-
itan Achie vement Test, Seaward.:! reports ~bat a signif icant 
loss wa s found in arithmetic f undamentals. The median raw 
1 score was found to be 33 .34 examples correct in the s pring a s 
against a raw score of 32.18 in the f all, a difference of -1.16 
examples. 
By contrast, arithmetic problems s how a gain of +.10 
from a s pring score of 15.56 to a f all score of 15.66. The 
author concluded, that, on the whole, the changes in achieve-
ment are not o f such magnitude to seriously invalidate the 
_ , 1/ Hele n P . Seaward, A Study to Show the Retention of Subject 
Ma t ter in Ten Ar ea s of the Metro politan Achievement Test Over 11 
the Summer Vacation on a Seventh Grade, Level, Unpublish e d Thesis,' 
1 Boston Unive rsity , 1950. 
I 
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present method of assuming little or no change in achievement 
during the summer vacation. 
The purpose of the present ·investigation was to ascertain 
the effect of the summer vacation period on res ponses to 
individual items a s shown by pupil performance on the arith-
metic sub-tests of the Metro politan Achievement Test-Form R-
Advanced Batt ~" ry in an effort to answer the following questions :r 
1. Was there a tendency for a gain or a loss in certain i,l 
I 
types of arithmetic examples and problems? I 
I, 
2. Wa s there a tendency for more o ~ a gain or a loss on 
the pa rt of boys as compared to th e rPsults for girls 1 
I' 
or vice versa? I 
3. Was there a tendency for a gain or a losfl for the 
upper 25 percent of the pup,ils tested, for the middle 
50 percent or f or the lower 25 per cent? r I 
II Tbe r esults of this study will be discussed under fourteen !! 
genera l headings. These headings will indicate the types of 
arithmetical processes measured by certain items of the arith- ! 
metic sub-tests. I 
jl 
i 
A s pp cific analysis will be ma de, whenever 
necessary , of those items which do not conform to the general 
tendencie s discussed. 
Definition of Tests 
Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form R-Advanced Battery 'I 
1\ 
II sub-test three measures pu pil achi evement on arithmetic 
II 
li 
---- --- -
II 
'· 
I !I 
_, =---=--- - -=----- --- ....=---=:.._- ---=--
- '-=---==-==41==!=:---= 
1 
I 
Metropolitan Achievement Test-B'orm R-Advanced Battery II I 
• ,
1 
sub-t e st fo ur measures 
1: 
PU ...Jil achievement on arithmetic p roblems '. 
1. Is Ther e a Gain or a Loss in Pu pil Achievement on Items 
Mea suring Whole Number Pro ce sses? 
'j Table 1. 
!1 
A Comparison o f June and 
Items That Measure ·whole 
Metropolitan Achievement 
Three Advanced Battery. 
September Scores f or 
Number Process e s: 
I! 
Te st-Form R-Sub -Test 
I 
'I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
l 
!I 
Jl F=----=------------·-----------------~----~------------ · 
i!It Group ~-une :::>ep-c • Diff . : ~nc~t ~-!~nt· Diff. June~ ~ept _t h if:C ;1 jl em ~ r.:m~n~ ?er cen t n~.L· 0-' ..-\ci.-= :Eer a..IIJ P~lJ~.) 
!\ BOYS GJ;RLS ~O~AL 
1 Upper 
86 86 0 94 88 -6 90 87 -3 ,, 
-·-· ~r--~i 
! A.dd . Mi d dle 7 o 6~- _:7._ _
1
r-_7_o__.._ 8_1 __ +-_4-_l_l__.._ 7_o ___ 72 .,.2 'I 
i Lower _ _ 7~~~- _ -16 50 39 -11 62 48 -14 Jj 
2 Upn e r · 98 88 '---_10_ _8_~-~o__ _.,._2_ 93 89 -4 1j 
,sub. t-M_ id_ d_le_+ _8_9_ -j __ 8_9_ + __ o_ -+-_ 8 __ 8~-8~,__ -1-~ 88 __ 8_8_ ~- -~ ~~ 
I Lower 82 73 -9 70 · 72 .,.2 76 7 3 -3 11 
:~-[~---3 +-u-p_p_e_r-+ -8-6----~6 -- - -;---- 7;-r- 9~ ~ ~1~- 8-2 - 8~ ._ ;6 _ r - -;------ --·-·- f--• -------- ~-~ - r =l 
[viul • I-M_._i __ d_d1_e_+_ 7_8_+-__ 7_3 _____ -:_5 _ _ ,__7_7_-t-_7_7 __ 1--_o __ t--7_8_-4-_7_5_ +- -3_j
1 
I Lower 49 48 -1 53 48 -5 51 48 -3 .1 : r--;---:-_;____~-+-------·-- - --'--- --i-- --. - - --+--- -r-- 'I 
1
! 4 l-U~p=-P_er_+--9_2 ____ 91 __ - _1 ___ 9_6 __ _ _?~-~-- -=~ - _ 94 92 ~ -2 -~ ~ 
1' Div i\ff " ddl 87 79 -8 86 92 .,.6 87 86 -1 i' 
I
I • ~:were 65 -r- ~7 - --8 56---~1- -- +5-- - ~1- 59 r- -2 -... 11  
1'--+----t---+----+-- -·--+- --+---+-----+---+----+---
Upper 96 98 "2 96 98 +2 96 98 .,.2 1: 
I Df~ . Middle 92 g-1 -~1 - 94 9~ - -- 0 -- -· -9-; ,. 93- ==;--~~ 
-- - - - - ~- - - -- ,_ ---1- --
\. Lower 82 73 -9 70 64 -6 76 69 -8 ;1 
l+--j_ - 6
---+ __ U_p_p_e_r_--~--9- 4-- - -84--- -=~0 -- 9~- ~-~ -- -:; ~, 
1--::..;::..- o.......t--- - --- -1------ f- ~-t----1-- -- - r-· - i 
II Div .~sld1e 8 1 _ 78 - r- .-~r-_§ 5-t~- 76 _ -8 
Lower 44 43 -1 27 46 -f10 .1 
, . ...__...__._ __ ~ -- - - --- -- '- - -- _, 
\I 
=-=-==-l-=-=--"--
1 
I 
II 
---· '__:--_ -- c=-:-== ------- ---=--------= - --.:=--~-=- --
1 
I 
I 
I 
I (l 20 
II I 
-- _I 
-- -- - I -- ----=-=--
II 
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Table 1 and the tables that follow should be int erpreted ' I 
a s follOVTS: Under the column headed group, u ppe r r efers to the 11 
i II 
il 
I 
I; 
j, p e rcent of correct respons e s for the u pper twenty- five perce nt 
t f the pu pils t e st e d. This upper group consis t ed of 94 pu pils, 
\\of 
II 
II 
which 44 were boys and 50 wer e girls. The term middle refer s ·i 
q 
1\to 
the percent of correct res ponses for the middle fifty pe rcent li 
I j,of the pu pils t e st ed. This middle grou p consisted of 187 pup ils,! 
llot• which 92 wer e boys and 95 wer e girls. The term lower r e f e rs 
ito th e :9ercent o f corre ct r e spons e s for the lower t went y - f ive 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
b e rcent of the pu pils tested. This lower group consisted of 
~ 4 pu pils of wh ich 40 were boys and 54 were girls. 
It em r efers to the number of the test item as it a ppeared II 
I' 
in the arithmetic sub-tests. The abbreviations that a~pe ar 1 
I ,I 
I 
n der the numbered items ref er to the process e s requ ir ed for the 
,, 
, solution of that i tern; for example, in Table s 1 through 8, !1 
1
1
Add. means that the pupil had to add in order to answer the I 
!,it em cor r e c t ly, Sub. means that the pupil bad to subtract in I 
::or der to answer th e item cor rectly, !viul. in di cat e s th at th e 
llpup~l h ad to multiply in order to ans •Ner the item co r r e ctly, 
\n iv. ind icates that in or der to an swer the item correctly, the 
I 
I
' u pil wa s r equired to divide. 
Diff. indicat e s the difference i n the percent of correct 
i 
~es pons e s for the pupils tested f rom June to Se ptember. A + 
s ign indicates a gain i n ach ievement. A - sign should b e 
I 
·nt e r pr e t ed a s a loss in achievement. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I' I 
I An e x amin ation of Table 1 r eveals th a t th er e is a t e ndency 
I' 'I 
-,1 
II 
\1 
:I 
- = ..,:_ - -~-=- - - .. -. -·- = --::=-=----=-=----:...-- :: --=- --- - ---=- - -: - -- .: 
1 for a loss in ach i evement on this type example. All three 
jt 
\ 
I ;I 
'I T-=·,_ 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
,I 
I 
li groups t end to have a loss in achievement. In all three group s 
II !' loss e s ar e generally as a result of the September scor e s 
:\ obtained by boys. On tbe whole, boys bad higher June sco re s 
II th a n girls. In September, girls bad the high er score s. A 
I 
r simil arit y is not ed for the June and September score s o f bo ys 
1 and gir ls in the u p per and middle groups. The lower grou p , 
II 
I 
,. 
l! bowever, ind icates a definite superiority in the boys' favor. ~~~ On item 6, a gain o f 21 pe rcent is r e corded for the g irls in . 
;th e lowe r group . The low June score for this group on item six 
1
1 
I; ·I ;, may ac count :for the large gain shown. lj 
i' I 
I Tabl e 2. 
I! 
1, 
'I I' 
I 
A Comparison of June and 
Items That Measure 1!Vhole 
Metropolitan Achievement 
Four Advanced Battery. 
BOYS 
June 
Septembe-r Scores for 
Number Processes: 
Test-Form R-Sub-Test 
-
GIRLS TOTAL 
Sept. 
' 
1
!Item l June Se~t. Diff. Di f f. June .l Se pt. Di f .t:j1 Group Pe r cen Pe cent "P e cent I 
I Upper 82 89 
-f7 91 94 +3 87 92 +6 I 10 
Mi ddle! ' 
I 
I 70 69 -1 I 73 73 0 72 71 -1 I. 
,' iVTul . 
'I 
Lowe r 29 20 -9 21 I 40 -tl9 l 25 25 "-5 
-
J: 
I 83 -+7 80 83 
! 
-t3 II rlJ.P.Per 84 83 -1 76 12 . I 1 --76 +8 52 72 -t20 60 74 -tl i I N!ul. Mi ddle 68 I I 
-
;; Sub. I 
I 
I 
I 
Lo wer 29 27 -2 24 32 .J.8 27 30 _ .. 3 1: ,. 
. . .. -I . . -. -·· 
I 
It Upper 89 85 -4 85 89 -t4 8'7 87 0 jl 
j! 16 T Middle 69 68 -1 56 62 +6 63 65 t2 
1 
Su b . l - I 
Div. Lower 23 27 -f4 13 28 +15 18 28 +10 
------ ---- I I ... . ..__ -- - - -
" 
21 
It may be seen from Table 2 that when whole number 
processes are presented in problem form a definite gain in 
achievement is shown for the up per, middle and lm•Jer groups. 
This gain may be due to the fact that on these items June 
scor e s were lower for a ll groups of both sexes when compared t9 
the June scores obtained on items measuring exam~les. As in 
examples, boys bad higher June scores than did girls, but, 
unlike examples, girls obtained higher scores in September in I 
all grou ps on all items, thus accounting largely for the gains J 
noted. All three items measured involve mone·y numbers, indica-1 
ting that when whole number processes involving money numbers 
ar e measured girls are superior to boys. This superiority 
may be due to girls' summer experiences in situations involving 
I 
thetransaction of moneys, since this test was carried out in 1 
an industrial city where girls have an opportunity to obtain 
summer employment. 
2. Is There a Gain or a Loss in Pup il Achievement on Items 
Mea suring Fraction Processes? 
Table 3. A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Fraction Processes: Metro-
politan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test Three 
Advanced Battery. 
r-------------------~-------~-----------~---------~--------~1 I EOYS GIRLS TO'L4.. L ! 
1 1----......------r.J,....u_n_e~'"t"""';s""e-:p:-:;t. June ·· Sept D. ff June se ot • I' 
Iterr Group _Percent Percent Diff · - Perc.ed: fu>c~ l. - ~ PercerliR>.r'CEnt Difi' 
7 Upper 98 100 12 100 100 0 99 100 '1'1 
96 0 96 +4 91 96 ~5 96 Add. Mi _ddle 100 , 
Lower 76 71 -5 73 85 "-12 75 78 ~3 I 
.. -.----"- -- - - __ ·----~-J~-=-;_:;,._-:,=~-~--=--~·-=- ~---~~-----==-----=-=~<-__ -__ -_---~.~----'-=..;;.1..--'-_ - _-_.....__ -__ -, =-.....~-=-_ ___ -__ -: __ JI
I 
I 
II 
22 
'I I 
i\ 23 
\ j-- - -
~~ble 3 Cont in~;;-=-=-=- - . -:--------==---:::--=--- -:--=_- --= 
It 
BoYs GIRLS TarAL 11 
r-I-t_e_m+--G-ro_u_m-r-=J=-u-~-~-r ,..b.:e=-~;..:~=-p~t-'·.--D-llf-~.ru~~Etnirr. JuF~ ~ ~:E~ ·~iff.! 
1: 8 Uooer 94 81 -13 91:_,__ 96 •2 94 88 -6 [, 
Add. Middle 93 85 -~--~ 86 ______ 91 :".~ --· .. ~Q_ ~---88 -2 
; T.,·w .Te.J:! 65 55 -l_Q_ ~----~Q_ ___ !§_,__:25__ 68 50 -18 \l 
; 9 TTnnP."I" 92 88 -4 98 88 -10 95 j 88 I -7 1 
I, Add Mi rit-'11 P. _74 78 .. 4 73 78 +5 74 , 78 +4 
1
' il • I -
; T.nV{P."I" 4.'7 _j_..4_9 ___ ... ~_J_ __ Q_3 ___ 1 _p~-f---20 _ __§_Q__ J ~8 , -12 i 
' I I I, 10 1-liJ:lP.er 94 i 95 .. 1 ' 96 90 -6 95 1 93 -2 _ 1 
i: sub. Miildle 89 I 96 --~'7_ ~ 8'7 r 88 I •1 ! 88 ' 92 : +4 .I 
.I T.l'mlo,.. "?'?-. 64 -9 76 I 70 -6 ~5-- 68 \ -7 1: 
II .._ ' I I -. 11 11 Uooer 94 I 98 : •4 100 96 -4 9'7 ~9'7 -1--0 I 
l1sub. Middle! 94 : 93 ,_::1 __ ;- 84 I_ ;-f_!11 ! 89 : ~4____,:' 5 _I 
li Lower ozs _L6Ji i -'Z ___ ~ ___ Q_;i _j _10+-otl'7_T~3 68 I +5 I 
'1 12 ~pper ao ! e_ .. liLf-.. 7LW1Ll_ -.:!J-2-+_2_7 l·_ 93 -;-~6 J\ 
11
sub. M<-'-''• "" 1 '11 " I 68 I '7'7 ] ~9 ' 69 '74 ' +5 ' 
,I rnw.er_~ _UL-~-~14 +_32 2.4 L_-8 -~39_ 1_28~uJ 
,I 13 L!LPP..ft.r. 96_ . ~_a_~-'!.~ -+-~--1---lQ.Q_; __ i2_ -~- 91_ . ! 99_ ~~2 I, 
': Mul. Minnl,: 9? 96 I -1 93 97 I +4 1 95 l 97 +2 I' 
I I 1 I I 
Lower ___ 7:j,_ _ 7).. __ t1 0 70 ~-!-- of3 __ ' ?.! -i 7_g_ _ .. ~_j 
1
, 14 Uoner 96 91 ! -5 98 94 ~ -4 ~'7 _ i 9;L -4 .:; 
,: Mul. lMiddl€ 8:'J E 8 _~4- --f- 8Q.~:-flli_ -1 t- Ei5_ ,_ 8 §_ I of} il ~~ T,OW£J:!_ _ 55 _ _3~- _ ~2~ _,. ___ 58 __ ~-· _45 __ - 3_1_57 ___ 1_38~-- :j 
1
! 15 Uuuer 80 _ e--fi5 -=15__ _ 8_8__l_ '75 _,_ -1~4-!4;_ __ '70_ .~-14 _ 
\· J.iful. Mi Anl f 49 30 -:19 __ l;i.§_l .. ~~--'--::_16 52 ~ _ -17 j_ 
I; · To<WJP~ l~ 20 ~'7 r!,_-+-~ -8 >-12 __ ],2_ ~~ 
II 16 _1-UP-J;).e..r. _9..2_ _ - 9.;3_1- ~l__ - .9..8 __ - .98 _' -- _o - - ~5_- .96 - t-"! ,I 
'I IDiv. Middl4 82 72 t- ~10 .8.7_ 77 ___ -lQ 85 75 -10 1 
I Lower 35 32 -3 35 33 -2 35 33 -2 
r- I 
I 
li 
r II 
_____ ![_ 
--· :r ----
rabl~ 3 Continued -- --------- --------·------ ---------
------- ----.-
-II :OOYS GIRLS T01rAL 
---
---=---· r- I 
I Item: Group June !Sept. . June .Se pt . ~e ·Sept .1t Diffil Per cerr Percert DJ.ff • iPercent fur cent D:i,ff. . entPe~m - I 
I ~-1----·-t------ --
117 
. Up_per 92 86 -6 92 96 +4 92 i 9J. _, I 
I 
Middle 78 
. 69 - -9 87 .. 8l -6 . 83 75 -8 I 
jJ Div . r-- .. - I Lower 37 45 -t8 43 27 - 16 40 36 -4 II r I II I Uuper 92 +-8~- -8 94 96 ... 2 93 90 -3 18 --- 1--- 1----
•6 II Middle 70 I 79 .. g 76 79 "3 73 79 
Div. l 
I, Lower 44 I 36 -8 
I 
35 45 "10 40 41 ~ -· --i I U·pper 78 - 95 -tl'7 94 78 - -16 1- _86 - 8'7 I 19 -t--·-- 1--- - I 
1
1Div. Middle 63 62 -1 - q_8 -- 75 - +7 - _66 69 - ~-------
Lovver 38 29 -9 30 9 -21 34 19 -15 
-- ' 
I 
.I I I The tendency f or slightly more loss than gain in achieve-
II 
jj ment may be noted in Table 3 on tho s e items which measure 
I . . 
;i 
I 
II 
ll 
j 
I 
I 
- _c.- - -=o --::---=:---::=-- ~ ------ - - ---
-- --=-----,---=-=c-=~,-
the multiplication of fractions. Finally , whe r e th e score s of 1 
' 
!i tems 18 and 19 are compared, a loss in a ch ievement is s een for 1 
,l i t e·m 19. Th e se i tems in volve the division of f r a ctions. The 
'j lower acb i e vement on items 12, 15 and 19 may be due to tbe fa ct 
li th at t hey contain denominators of th i r ds, f i f t h s and sixt hs, 
II 
1
denominators f or wh ich a ch ild finds li t tle use in out-o f -school 
I 
;activitie s. 
I 
!Table 4. A Comparison of June a nd Se ptember Scores for \ 
j It ems That Me asure Fraction Process e s: Metro- I 
polit an Ach i evement Test-Form R-Sub - Test ~ our 
I Advanced Batt ery. jl 
I I' 
lil
1 
BOY_s _  .--________ .,G_I_RL_s_--r------+-====-T· o=T=· A_·-L===~~~~ 
i It err Group lnJ~~~t~,..6c~tt Dif f. ~1£;~ p~eletf Dif f . ,;une .h-.Sep~ Diff. 
:1 Unper 91 8'7 -4 93 92 -1 92 90 -2 
II 
1 ~~-+-~--+-~--t--=---l-__;:_;::_-+-_;;_:::__-t---=--+-___:_;_;_-1-.::...:..._-+-;.:_____.ll' 
Middle 85 80 -5 82 88 "6 8'7 88 .a.1 11 Add •. t----r--~~r-....::::..::~-=---+---=~+---=-=---i---=-=--1~::..:_+..::.::--l-=--1 1 
I · Lower 60 50 -10 '70 46 -24 65 48 -1 '7 t, -2--~u=o-p~e~r ~~9,~S r-~9~8 ~-=~3=--+-~8~9~~-~94~~ .. ~5~~--~92~~9~6~+-+=4~~~ I I I Sub.r-M_id~d~l~eT-_9~0~r-~9~4-i_+~4~-t_£8~6-t~8~5~~-~1~4-~8~8~~9~0~~+~2~~1 
ll r---r-Lo_~_~e_r-+ __ 4~9:~r-~5~2-i-"~3~-t~6~1-t~6~4~~+~~3~4-~5~6~~~5~8~~+~3~~~~ Upper 93 93 0 93 96 .a.3 93 95 -t2 1 I 3 I I 
I Middl e 88 89 -tl. 8'7 86 -1 88 88 0 I Add.r-----r-~-r~~~z_-+~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~l 
~~:--~-L_o_~_' e_.r-+_49~--~4~5-T_-_4~· ---~~6~4~--~6~4~~0~~~5~'7-+~5~5~--~2~~~~ :!1 
1 4 Upp~r 100 96 -4 96 94 -2 98 95 -3 l sub.~M~i~d=d~le,_~8~5~-+-~--~-~7-~6=--r·=--~ 9~-~-~- --~8~5~~--~~6~-~ l~~-~8~5~~8~1~~-4~- : 
~ow_er _ 
-54. - 52 ... _-2_ 43 ... 38 -5 49 45 -4 
p 
1 
6 Up·oer R? 96 ~9 9 4 91 -7:. 91 93 +2 
,I 
duru 1 .r---::.M==i:.:::d:.::::d:.=l~et-....:8"6~1--...::8::!..!2~1---=4::.--l-..-:::8~'7-+ _ _.!::9~0:...-f-__:_+.:::::3_+--8~'7.!..-~8:::.6~-t---....:l:::.___,_l 
I ' ~· ~-~- ~L~o~w~er~~~2ii_.~~2~'7-L~-t~l~~~3~6~~=2~8~---~8~~-..!::3~1~-=2~8~L--~3~~~ 
:---=--= ----- ~---'-=-=--=--=--=----=---===- -"-=-=-=--=--=- -~-== --=----'-= ~-~~~ --- ---
,, 
II 
- .• _o·-.=....o.o··-=- ---- =-~,-==---===- -=-==-=-·-=-·=---··--= ----==--=·--=-==---=-·=----"··=-"-- ----'--' '-' '"""- ,---.=-==ll:;..-
Table 4 Continued 
......-- ----------,.------------------,----------41 
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL 
1 ----------·--- ------ --·--- -----.--;---------
June Se Pt. 'f'f June Sept . D'f f' June Se"Qt Diff Item Group Pe:' cert R:m~ent DJ._ · !Percent Per<l:ID.t 1 ·· · PErcent PErCen~ ·· 
~ ---+----- -- -··-- - ---- ____ _;:_.::... ·---- -------- ---t-----+---41 
9 
94 Upper 89 96 .. 7 96 92 -4 93 
f-...:::....=----1-----+----t------t-·---t------ --- ----f-----+----"i 
~i _]VI id_QJ__e __ 7__9_~---- J.? ..... . · ··-=--~ ---· · 64 ___ ___ ?_? ___ ___ .. ;1_1: _ __ 1__?_ _ _ 78 __ +6 ... 
L v_. -+--'L""':.,O~''Ii-'-'-'--'=-er-1 __ 1_.1.-"~---- ___ 2_3 __ + __ '!_~- __ J -_8 _____ J_6 _______ -_2 _____ ----~~- 20 1'4 .J 
17 
Add. 
1-"'U'-"P:..J:P=e=r-t--7--'-8---+--?-8 ___ ..:..! . .<.?_,_ __ 7_0 __ :--8_1__ __!_1!._ 7 4 , __ 7_5 ______ "!_!_j 
MidrllE 52 49 -3 45 52 ~7 49 51 .. 2 
1-----j--..!;: --- ,------·- - ----·----- ·---------- ------·+---+-----·t------11 
Lower 9 0 -9 24 12 -12 17 6 -11 1 ------+---- --- ·------· - - ---- ·- -- .. -. -- -·-------· r----·- ·------· --------- ---------··--- ----
Upper 69 75 ~6 78 70 -8 73 73 0 
·--------------------- ---- -.... -. ·----- ·-- ---------.. r· ·----·-·-- r------ .. -------- · ·---~ 
MiddlE 42 43 -t1 38 42 .. 4 40 43 ~3 r-------1---·---r---------- - __ .. _ - ---- - -- - - -- -- - -- -- -- -- - ------ --·-- ---·= Sub. 
19 
Lowe r 3 0 -3 3 12 .. 9 3 6 +3 
r---+------1--- - --- -- ,.-----·- ---- ·+--_;:_--il--~--if.----=---:1 
20 r-:Uoper 7..1 ___ 8.5 _____ "fl .. 4:. ___ 8l. ____ 7.8 ____ .... -:.3 ___ r-7..9 _____ 82 __ ___±§__. 
Mul. rY.Iiddl§ __ f.t_Q ___ ____2_7 ___ .. :13 _ __ 3_! . - · ... ~?._ ___ _ +J:_ __ --~§ _j__ ~Q___:..§_ 
r-----+--.:::Lo_;:__~lJF'~-;- --- 3 ___ __ _Q ___ .... .:: .. 3. .. -----·- 7 .. --- _..1.9 1'3 __ __ _Q___,_ 5 0 J 
I 
23 
Piv. 
t-..>.<..::<Un~o~e-=-r--t-_7.w5~-+...:8:::...7!---J--.. .:_;1::::2~- 63 68 .. 5 69 b 8 ~9 
_ =28=-_ .. _..:;o __ 4 18 23 ~ 5 _ ~ 3_-l_?§ __ ,__"'~I Middle 28 
t----+--Lo_ w....:.e_r -+-_ __:3~-+--0~--+--- 3::::::.__--t--~1._ 0 -1 2 I 0 -2 
25 U)per 42 30 -12 33 55 1'22 38 
1 43 ~~--~~- -r-~--r-~~~~~~~4-~~~~ +5 
[) i v. l Middle. 24 16 -8 15 16 +1 20 16 -4 
[....._ -----1--I~,o"-'w!.UP-' r~..;__j...-9.=----t-----=0~--l - 9 7 8 "'1 8 4 - 4 I --~~----~~~~-~~ 
In contrast to the slight loss in achievement noted in 
examples , Table 4 i nd icates th at Yfhen fractions are presented 
in problem form, the tendency is for a gain in achievement. 
1 Th is gain is largely accounted f or by the scores of the upper 
group, with th e middle group having slightly more gain than 
loss. The lower group tended t o have a loss in achievement. 
It may be seen that all groups of both sexes achieved l ess at 
- -~ - ------ - --
- . - - - ~ - -=--=:c--==::----::::-:=c--~=-·- --, =-- - -- -=-=-=--= 
26 
#---- -~- --=-- ----- --=-=il-
i both periods in problems as compared to fundamentals. In the l 
I 
. upper group , the ga ins are equally accounted for by g irls' 
I 
1• and boys' s cores, the same tendency holds for the lower group. li 
In the middle group, gains are accounted for by girls' scores. 
High er June scores are noted f or the girls in the lovver group 
1 and by boys in th e middle group. In the u pper grou p, scores 
are nearly equal f or both girls and boys. In September, higher 
I 
1
':,,1 
1s cores are noted in the middle and lower groups f or girls, in 
I! the u ppe r grou p for boys. Item 25 is of inte res t, because of' :I 
I• I 
11 the very low scores ob tained by all groups of both sexes. This 1 
II item requires ch anging a decimal $1.50 to a f raction 1~ in 
I· -
' order to solve the problem. It may well be t ha t ch ildren do 
•not se e the value of this type of problem in a social situation ~ 
' It is of note that girls showed a gain on this item, indicating 11 
1
again t h at gir 1 s may have more o ;·portuni ty to use money during 
jl 
I 
the summer vacation period in this industri a l city. 
I 
i 
3 . Is Th ere a Ga in or a Loss in Pupil Achievement Items I on I 
Me asuring Decimal i Processes? I 
I 
! 
Table 5. A Comparison of June and September Scm• es for 
I Items Tha t Measure Dec imal Processes: Me tro- i I 
politan Achievement Test-Form R Sub-Test Three 
Advanced Battery. 
' 
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL I 
I 
June Sept. Diff . June Sept Diff June Sept . Diff ~ Item .Group Iercent Percert ferocent :teroont Percent PEl' Cent 
20 Upper 90 84 -6 90 96 +6 90 90 _ 0 J: 
Mi ddle 82 71 .-11 __ 82 79 
-3 82 '75 -7- I' Add. ' 
Lower 64 57 -7 61 6JL ~ 63 ~61 -2 II 
-- - -
-
27 
II 
II 
/.1 
,, 
28 
I 
-- ~ - -----=----...:::= ----= -~ ~,---,-- -=-=· --1-,- -- - -_-----,--;_~ . 
Table 5 Continued I; I 
BOYS GIRlS TO'r AL I! 
I 
!:Item 
June Sept. June Sept . June Sept . I Diff. Diff. Group PAre Ant Pe cent Perc ent Dirr l} 
d 21 UppeP 84 86 1'2 82 8§__ i6 
il 
[\sub. ~el l" 
1---'----- 1------·f--__8_.6_ __ 87 +4 -:1 
n_l __ f--6_Q__ -1 56 65 +9 58 63 +5 ' 
----1-------- !----- - -··-·- --· .. +-~ 
. LoweP 1R 30 +12 16 6 -10 17 18 
I 
•I 
Upper 45 49 t'4 27 41 ofl4 
I· 
36 45 
.. 9 :1 
1 22 
I Middle 12 tA.dd. 1§__ 
1'4 2 12 +10 7--l- 14 .,.7 I· 
---r 
I Lower I I, 9 14 t-t5 3 6 1'3 6 10 +4 
I 23 Upper 92 86 -6 94 90 -4 93 88 -5 I 
I Middle 77 65 -12 71 79 +8 74 72 ! -2 I 
i!lVIul. Lower sn so -6 32 33 +1 44 42 -2 !i ,, 
I 
I I Upper I· 92 86 -6 92 82 -10 92 84 -8 
I 24 . I I 
IMul. 
Middle T'/9 
-5 79 80 +1 78 76 -2 
ij Lower 4.9 4.S -4 46 48 1'2 48 47 -1 
Uouer 
_9R _9_5__-j~3_ _ 9.a_ ---- 9_8 __ ___ __  _Q_ _ -1 i 
1 25 
___ g_a _ __ 97 I 
Middle .ao__:_ A?. +2 __ A1 Rfi _ofA __ ----~ ~~ 1'3 p iv. Lower 42 __ _f{]_ __ -±.l5 --1-- 27 42 +15 1'16 I' 
U-oper 92 86 -6 ______ 94 96 1'2 93 91 -2 26 - ------
riv. Middle 179. 72 0 _5_Q_ 78 1'8 71 75 +4 ,I Lowei• 22 23 1'1 __ __ __ _3_6 __ -- 15 -20 29 19 -lOll 
\i 2 7 -1 Up pel .. 90 98_ +8 92 94 +2 91 96 +5 l 
-
-r lb· Middle 60 69 .. 9 50 66 .. 16 55 68 1'13 \ 
. J..V I • Lower 11 -, 67 14 -53 6 -5 39 10 -2911 
I 
_,, 
I I 
It may be observed from Table 5 that, with this type of I 
r 
l
example, gains and losses are equally divided when taken as a 
,, 
whole. The upper and lower groups have slightly more loss jl 
than gain, while the middle group bas slightly more gain than 1: 
loss. The gains in the three groups are accounted for by girl 1 J
1 
I] 
I 
I 
-!--. - --::=:__-- ~- ·---=- ~-:..:.:._ - - .. jl-
I lj 
1 scores. The los ses in all thr ee groups are accounted for by 1 
boys' sxores. In the upper and middle groups, boys' and girls' 
June and September scores are relatively equal with the boys 
in th e lowe r group achieving much highe-r than girls in the 
lower group. The same patt ern follows for September scores. 
' 
The v ery low scores obtained by all groups o f both sexes on l1 
item 22 is of interest. This item requires the changing of a I 
f raction to a decimal before the example can be answered. 
further strengthens the findings of item 25 of the problems 
test; n amely, that the children tested did not understand 
this process. The gains for all groups on this item may be 
due to the low June scores. 
This I 
I 
I 
'I 
jTable 6. A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Me asure Decimal Processes: Metro-
politan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test Four 
Advanced Battery. I 
BOYS GI RLS 'rO'l' AL 
~tern Diff J 
5 ~:P.:Pe~ Y' -;-..:::;9..::::3_-1 __ 9::o..:l.,_4 __ -..:::2~c-=8=5~. +-9!LJ:L_2 _ 4 ___; .. L.~'7'--.j-...l.i R!!..V q_-1- _92_ r--+ 3--1 
I . Middle 77 72 -5 81 _1-_ _;6o....:8.__4 __ -:lQ 79 70 -9J DlV. -- ----
I~/ --~FL~o~w~e~r~~3~7---r~3~4~+---~3~r--31-~3£~--r~•~5~r-~3~4~~3~5~-~~~~l~~t 
~poer 82 79 -3 78 92 .. 14 80- 86 +6 I 
A add ; ""M:...J::i~d::..:::d:..:!:l-e-+-_;6~o:._-+-s:...;9;.__. --~---_;-_I ~~ -l-6~. ~6--~---.:.•l:A....4-6.::.4.::._-i-.::.s~3-l 
-1 
n-S_u_b_.FIL~'o""""'w:..;;e'-'='. J-+-3j_ -r-~ _ ,__ -4 _I _ ..!:::2~8~.-.-!::3~8- _ _ 31 34 +3 
~p"Qer 91 
113 
81 -10 
lsub;Mi ddle 59 ' rro -tll 
Mul.~ower 2~3~~-~1~1=-~-12 
I 
--- ·-- i --- - --· . -
93 
4A 
22 
77 -16 92 79 
-13 
5..2_ -1--'tA--1__;5~4 6_1_-1--1'7_ 
28 - 6 23 f 20 -3 
- --
- ----
29 
'I 
\\ 
il 
I 
l' 
- =- ~=- : -
- - --=-===-= 
:j Table 6 Continued 
II BOYS 
II June Seft. i!I t em D. ff Group P e..r < en J. _.__ 
I 
I .15 Upper 75 87 .f.l2 
Middle 69 51 -18 
GIRLS 
June 1 sefte Ju~~ 
.Diff. ~ Per e·n ~ 0 79 
65 66 
TO'rAL 
Sept. 
7c.en£. 
85 
-
59 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
Dif :C II 
II 
•6 -ll 
)1 Sub ~L~ -- -~ r I' Lower 31 2~ 10 18 +8 21 19 -2 ji 1: !I 30 UppPr 42 36 -6 39 43 T4 _+~ 40 - 3 
-· 
.I 
' 
I 
I Middle 22 19 I -3 · 10 15 +5 ~_.16 17 +1 II J)e C', . ·-- I 
II 
I 
1 Lower ' 11 2 -9 10 8 'f-7 6 5 -1 I I 
-
·-
il An examination of Table 6 reveals that when decimals are 
I! put in problem form the same general tendencies are noted as 
II 
II for examples. The very low scores on item 30 may be due to the l! 
manner in which the problem is worded. Children are asked to I 
find rate of speed per hour. The problem requires the division ! 
I 
i of decimals i ndicating also th at this process may not be I 
;! understood by children. It may be seen again th a t all groups II 
jl of both sexes achieve less at both periods in problems as I 
·I compared to e xamples when the same typ e of' process is me a sured. i 
II 4. Is There a Gain or a Loss in Pu;Jil Achievement on Items 
Meesuring Percent Processes? 
Table 7. -A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Percent PI'Ocesses: Metro-
! 
I I ~ 
Item 
1! 28 . 
I' 
'' Mul· 
" 
I ,, 
( 
politan Achievement Test-F'orm R-Sub-Test Three 
Advanced Battery . 
BOYS GIRL$ TOTAL 
--
r--------· -
June Sept. Diff. June Sept. Diff . June Se pt. Group "P PT' ~ent __ Perc ent PPI' cent 1-
Up-oer 98 98 0 100 98 -2 99 98 
Middle 84 70 -14 89 80 -9 87 75 
--
Lo wer I 45 29 -16 53 33 ..,2Q 49 31 
-
:I--
ll 
lr 
;I 
I II 
I' 
_ j l 
II 
Diff · 1 
- l___j 
I 
-12 !I 
II 
-18 .. 
I• 
. 
I' 
jl 
30 
'I 
I 31 
~-~- - -- -----=------=-,.---, ==- --=-=---'-=-·-=-'-'-- ... - . --------- ~-==- ___ .. - - -'-----"--=' '-'-----'----- --
!Table 7 Continued 
\ , ------B-ov-_s ________ T _____ G-' I_h_L_s------.-----~r-oT-.-~1----~ 
I 
June I Sept. June Sept. ·-.-------_-- June Sept I -- ,J 
tr tem Grou p_ P~ent Diff • Pei cel?:~ _ _? J.f f_:_r--? er '\en_t _ 1Diff ,1 
29 UPPer ~0 93 -:::_7 ___ 100 98 -2 lQ_Q.__ 6_f-=A_l 
Middle l 68 49 -19 79 74 -5 74 62 -8 ' 
- -
,ful. 1 Lower 33 20 -13 30 6 -24 + 32 1 13 -19 1 
30 luppe,. 100___ 8~ . - -1? I ;--,~ 9fL~----~J. 99~ J 9_3,~ __ -6~) 
!l!ul. 
1
Mi cl dle 80 ·-·~  c--=.12 _ 8 T -· -7 J 82 ~ 72 ·-l clfl~ 
Lower I 25 -15 
1 
~ 10_ ~-[-15 ·- _:_2~ j.Jo .. _} 5 + -_1~ 
!,J 3 l _ UPper l _ 94 ~3-~_~1- .2? ___ ~ . 8g -10----.r-- .. 93 .. _, ___ _ss_ __ f-- ~5- i' 
Middle ; 68 t--2~---- 1 -17 59 1: 51: -5 ~ _ 53_~21 .I 
,/iu1 • I ,._ I -t I 
·1 Lower f 25 1 21 ~~-- 11 ·-e-·----~~~ ~- __ 1~- --~-~------ - ~ -? .... :. 
32 h ppe!' 1 80 77 i -3 t' 82 · 69 . _:-j.~-+ 81 7 3 l-=s_J 
Middle 1 58 30 I -28 54 ~~ 37 -17 I 56 34 ' -22 I 
Mu1. t-- 1'-- --r --------·---r---r-- ·-
_Lower 15 12 1 -3 8 t 3 _.:_? 1 12 8 -4 ' 
3 _ Uppe r I 84 70 1 -14_ ,_JO 4 - 73 -~ 87 72 -15 i D~v. Middle I 51 , 24 ·=P7 ,_43 T ;> -2 Q_ 1 _17 .. g4 -23 1 
Lower 18 9 -+· -9 -+~-~-~~ 0 I 11 6 -5 1. 
1
\ Uppe_r 80 58 I -22 92 f 61 · -31 [ 86 60 -26 
34v . Middle 29 -~-- ~;--2-'"J.~ I -01~6 . ,~ ; 66 t --015~ 
Lower : 9 I 9 0 3 3 _j__ --1 
78 - 67 __ L__-=_l_l __ -~4_ _ L -9 !'" a1 ~' _7:1 . -1~ 135 !IP12..~.J -.----- ---- 75 ·- - - ~
1 Middle ~ 42 26 -16 42 26 -16 I 42 26 -16 
' Div.!Lower I 18 -"-1:1- --=-;- 8 3 -5 ~-~-7 - _; J 
36 ppper . . 47 ___ 47 _ 0 1=;;---~~~~ 1:§-~- 4Q_ _ -t4 ... ~-~fiddle ; 8 4 I -4 l 4 -t3~. 4 _:L_j 
Ill. Lower 5 9 ~4 3 3 0 4 6 -t2 lr---~----- ----~----4----~----~------ ~ ~----
--- - ---- ----- ---
- --- ·------- - .. ·-;-c-- --=-=--- = _---:;-_---:; __ :;-:_ =-==--==---="-~- -cc -----_--__ . - -:::-_- - ---=4 
- ----I --- - ... -
I. 
II 
I 
I 
Table 7 reveals a very definite tendency for a loss in 
bose examples which measure pupil achievement in percents. 
lboys, 
1
In the 
I 
nearly 
upper and lower groups accounting for more loss than 
equal at both periods. In the lower group, boys have a 
uch higher achievement than girls at both periods. The low 
scores on item 36 may be due to the wording which is as f ollows: ! 
45 is 30% of what? A tendency is noted for the middle group 
and especially for the lower group to achieve less at both 
periods as the test items of sub-test three advance. This may 
be due to the fact that children did not solve these later 
examples as a result of the time element, or because thes e later 
items cover types of examples in which the children have bad 
little in-school experience. 
\Table 8~ A Comparison of June and September Scores for Items That Mea sure Percent Processes: Metro-
politan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test Four• 
Advanced Battery. 
BOYS · GIRLS - TOTAL 
' 
I 
' ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
tern Group JUffe ere ~i!ft. Dit'f. Juf}g"(l S~ft• hATIL> Diff. J~e er< Setft . en· Diffi 
22 Upne·r An A1 otl 76 83 ot7 78 82 44 \ 
Mul ~ Middle 34 
26 -8 33 28 -5 34 27 -7 
--1-· I 
li Mul. Lower 6 0 -6 1 6 't5 4 3 
_, 
I 
I 
I 
24 Unner 62 51 -11 
67 58 -9 65 55 -101 
I 
I 29 17 -12 32 9 -23 
I 
~ Div . Middle 31 13 -18' ~-
Lowe"(l 14 2 I -12 3 2 -1 9 2 -7 
Jj-.,-
-·- -- -- ~-
-
. - -
-- - ··--
I . 
I 
I 
I· 
II 
32 
! 
=== ---L_ _ _..:·· ____ . -- --=..=o_.·7c....··- -· '"-. - - -"--· -_-__.c..;.;;--"--'=-·--=.;;_;::c_ ------~- -=--=--·· --
-- -- == =---~~ ~I Table 8 Continued 
II ~-------------T--------------r-------------1, 
BOYS - 1 GIRLS TOTAL ''L-~-----4----~~~--~~=----~~~--~~--~~~--~1 i' June Sept. Diff. ~June ~-.sept. Diff. June Se pt. Diff j 
, Item Group "Per ent Per 1-'ent . Per ~ent 
53 -12 : 57 __ 64 ~ 61 58 - i2i 
15 -4 7 11 
-
+4 13 13 () _j 
I' II 
0 -6 
-
1 ' 6 +5 4 3_ -1~ 
1! As in examples, a loss is also found in problems dealing 
I 
:r ith percent. Table 8 shows that these losses are largely 
11• ccount e d f'or by boys 1 scores f'o r a 11 three groups • Thi s rna y 
l
lbe due to tbe fact that in all three grou ps boys h a ve higher 
!June scol"es. GiPls have higher September scores in tb e u ppe r 
l!and lower groups. Th e much lower achievement of both se xes, 
~ s p ecially of the middle and lower groups in problems, a s com-
I 
~ a red to exam ples 
I 
wben the same process is used, is of interest • \ 
15. Is There a Gain or a Loss in Pup il Achievement on Items 
II 
I Measuring Interpretation of Gra phs? 
~ able 9. A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
I Items Tbat Measure Interpretation of Gra phs: 
,, Metro po litan Achievement Te st-Form R-Sub-Test 
li Three Advanced Battery. 
II 
II BOYS GI RLS TOTAL ,, 
June Sept. biff. June Sept. roiff. ~ June Sept. Diff. ~tern Gro up I 
~ I I Upper 67 56 -11 39 57 'f'l8 53 ' 57 .. ,.,. j 37G 
r Mi d dle 54 42 -12 33 37 +4 43. : 40 . ~.i2i._~, a i E Lower 27 32 +5 14 3 -11 ~ -~1..§_ _;_- 3 
I 
' 
II 
I 
I 
-
-
-
- . . 
- -- - ·---- - ·--·-- ---~ 
. . - - -, -
33 
----·-· ~=--. ..:::--=----=--=-----'==-=-- ..c..;· o..:-,_·:__- -=--~----= .::-==-:=-~-=---"-=-==-=- - - -~-"--"--- ---~-IL~ ­
I 
I 
Only one item was included in tbe fundamentals test which 
~ ~A a sured gra phs. An analysis of this item reveals that boys 
,achieve high tban girls at botb periods. The gains shown 
I 
!(or girls in September may be due to their low June scores. 
~he very low scores for all groups of boys and girls indicates 
II 
~h a t the gra ph is not very well understood by the children 
I ~ ested. 
Is The r e a Gain or a Loss in Pupil Achievement on Items 
:Measuring Denominate Number Proce·s ses? 
1L'able 10. 
lj 
A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Denominate Number Processe s : 
I Metro politan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test Three Advanced Battery . 
I 
BOYS · GIRLS · TOTAL · 
I Ju_p~rc sert. Di f f. Ju.pe sert. Diff. Jup~r ~:.~ft. ,Item Group en er ~en 
100 _9._5 - 5 92 92 38 TTnnPl" 
o_ ~9.6 _ r---94 -
- -
;rime Middle 82 70 - 12 79~ '73 -6 8 1__ '_72 
Lower 45 30 -15 
- 19 l5 -4 ;)~ 2.,_) 
I 39 Upper 84 81 - 3 76 82 1'6 80 ~2 
iL' in. Middle 50 51 .f.1 42 43 ... ~ 46 47 
,\1e a s Lower 31 18 -13 3 3 0 17 11 
40 ~ Upper 92 88 -4 96 94 -2 94 91 
-- --· 
f in •. Middle 66 76 1' 10 62 76 otl4 64 76 
·-
<Meas. Lower 49 55 +6 ' 19 18 -1 34 3'7 
II 
Diff 
I 
-=2-1 
_ a 
_q_ 
2 .\ 
.. '--+ 
+)._ _j 
d 
of12 
+3 
'I An interpretation of tbe symbols appearing under the item I 
~umbers in Table 10 and 11 is a s follows: Time indicates 
II 
34 
I measures of time, Lin. Meas. i ndicates linear measul"e, and 
_ . -~· ~- -Jr y_o ir _len d i cat_~-~ avo ir du oo is we ~gi:l.:t ._. __ --~ .-. _ __ .-. _ OC7~ .,-,-.---=--- _ j ___ ~--c_-:= 
I 
I! 
!: 
____ -,-!!_~-==- - ·=-:.. _::_:::--=-~=-~- -=-::;__c - ~---=·c -'..C.=--'-'---"· -:=-_ =--=-..:...__-=- =--=-_ ....:._c 
1; As indicated in Table 10 losses and gains on items which 
·~measure denominate number processes are about equally divided. 
1Tbe u pper and lower groups h ave a slight tendency for a loss 
l:and the middle group bas a tendency for a gain in achievement. 
!Boys' scores account for the losses shown in all three groups. 
I 
~his may be due to the fact that in the three groups, boys h ad 
~igher June scores than girls. Boys' and girls' achievement is 
!relatively equal in the u pper and middle groups f or September • 
. I 
Again boys achieve much higher a t both periods than girls when 
the lower group is considered. 
I 
lrrable 
I 
II 
II 
11. A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Denominate Number Processes: 
Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test 
Four Advanced Battery. 
BOYS GIRLS · TOTAL 
l,i-· - -.----+-J.une Sept Diff. June Sept. Diff. June Sept. Diff "Item Group · Percent Per< ent Per ent 
14 
u·oper 
,Avo i Middle 
,, 
I Lower 
l
it 18 Upper 
111 
• Middle · 
1
.1:1VO lJ 
II 
1
, Lower , 
89 
6'? 
11 
78 
43 
6 
87 -2 81 
60 -7 44 
14 +3 10 
72 -6 74 
47 .. 4 31 
2 -4 1 
81 0 85 84 -1 
66 1'22 Fi6 63 +"7 
2() ... ,(") 11 17 .f.6 
74 0 76 73 -3 
39 +8 37 43 .. 6 
4 1'3 4 3 -1 
The s ame general pattern is followed for problems as for 
iexamples on items measuring denominate numbe :r' processes. Table I . 
11 reveals lower achievement for all grcups of boys and girls 
lin probl~·ms, than is .found in exam ples when the same process is 
I ;measured. 
I 
35 
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~- ~ "" -1 7. Is T~e~~ : G~i: ~: ~~ ~Loss" ·::;up:l --A:~ ~~~e:en~ -on- It.:: --
I
ll Measuring Ratio? 
/Table 12. A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
I 
Items Tbat Measure Ratio: Metropolitan Achieve-
.; ment Test-Form R-Sub-Test Three Advanced Batte·ry. 
BOYS · GIRLS TOTAL DH~ tern Group Ju~e se ·ot. IDiff . !June Sett. Diff . June Seit . >fH' cent_ Per< en Per< en 
41 UQ:Qer 39 42 ot3 14 35 'f'21 27 39 .. 12 1 
~atio Middle 23 10 -13 2 10 +8 13 10 :;--} 
Lower 15 9 -6 3 3 0 9 6 -3 _j 
Table 12 consisting of one item only, reveals extremely 
low scores for boys and girls of all groups at both testing 
periods. Boys achieved higher than girls in June and again 
1 
j in September. The upper group had a gain in achievement . The j, 
\ lower and middle g~oups of boys had a loss. Girls in the 
middle group had a gain. In all cases where a gain is shown, 
the gain may be as a result of the low June scores . 
8. Is There a Gain or a Loss in Bupil Achievement on It ems 
Mea suring Scale? 
1
Table 13 . A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Scale: Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test-Form R-Sub-Test Three Advanced Battery. 
BOYS · GIRLS TO'rAL 
1~---r------~-----f'= -~~~+. I June Sept. June Sept. Diff. June Sept. ' 
1 Item Group Diff. Dif • 
' 42 92 9 
- -cc. ~ 1---:----c. .:----:=:----: - - =---""=- ,- _-=--=::=-.=-. .. -.::--=...- =---~ ---- -_-co· -=-=-~-=- ~- -~ 
II 
I 
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I A gain for all groups of both sexe s is seen on this item . 
lin all three groups, boys bad higher June and September scores. 
\The ga ins on t hi s item i nd icate that children a pparently use 
~~ tb is t y pe of arit hmet ical proce s s dur ing the summer vacation 
I 
on automobile trips, hikes. 
!Table 14 . A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Me asure Scale: Me t ro politan Achieve..:. 
ment Tes t-Form R-Sub -Test Four Advanced Bat t e r y . 
BOYS · - GI RLS TOT AL -
Item Grou ~~t~ Diff . Diff \r 
u er 98 100 96 +2 96 98 7 
Mi ddl e 88 87 
cal 
73 T2 80 80 
Lower 
_ 3!1 3_9 2.6~ 
21 U per 82 83 •1 'IQ 76 7 
I Middle 40 . _46 
cal 
Lowe~ . 11 0 1 12 ... 11 6 12 
Table 14 problems follows the same fa ttern se t in Tabl e 
I It I is of int ere st to not e that on item 7 in sub-test fou r 
boys and g irls a ch i eved h igher than on item 42 in sub-t est 
lon item 21 both sexe s achieve lower than on item 42 of the 
I sub- test three and i tern 7 o f sub-test four. The low score 
I 
I 
+2 
0 
• 6 
1 3 . 
t hre 
' on i t em 21 may be due to the much larger number s us ed in the 
,I problem. 
I 
II, 9. Is There a Gain or a Loss in Pu pil Achievement on It ems 
Measuring the Computation of an Average? 
==-=-~-.c-.=---=--···- ---- ·- --··-· 
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; Table 15. 
II 
II 
li 
A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure the Computation of an Ave-rage: 
Metropolitan Achievement Test-:B,orm R- Sub-Test 
Three Advanced Battery . 
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL 
I 
! 
I 
il Iterr Group June Perc Sept. ~nt Diff . Ju~~r 
.!I 
Sept. Diff. JuF~r ~~R~· Diff ~ I cent 
il Upper 
;, 43 90 
91 +1 90 94 +4 90 93 1'3 
,I A Middle 
I' V • 
!7..3 '74 ... 1 80 78 -.2 7_'7 7R _, 
Lower 38 45_ -t7 38 30 -a 38 38 0 
' 
-
,I 
I' 
I 
I The one item which measured averages shows that both s exe s 
/, achieve nearly the same at both periods in all three groups. 
I 
I 
I All group s of boys have a slight gain in achievement. Girls 
I 
I 
. in the u pper group have a gain in achievement and a loss in 
1 the middle and lower groups;on the whole, achievement remained 
the same for all group s on this item . 
~~ Table 16. 
,, 
' 
A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items Th at Measure the Computation of an Average: 
Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test 
Four Advanced Battery . 
-
BOYS GIRLS - TOTAL -
. 
II 
I 
I 
i 
I 
'I I 
i 
! 
'! 
-~ 
June Sept. June Sept. June Sept . 'I 
Item Group Diff. Diff. Diff ~ 
·' -- -- ---· -r---- -- : 
Upper R'7 49 -J.a_ f-5_9_ 60 i-l 63 5._5 _g 
' 11 
Mi ddle 57 46 -11 45 46 i-l 51 46 -5 I 
' Av. 
I Lower 20 5 -15 40 -26 -14 39 16 -14 I 
I 
I I 
A loss in a cb ievement is found for all the item ' groups on i 
I 
,measuring average in the problems test. This loss is accounted I 1 
I' 
I 
I' 
f or by boys' scores in the u pper and middle grou ps and by girls ' 
.I 
Boys achieved higher in :: 
--'--~----- . -' = --=- --~-=- -~- - !J-:--- --· 
\\ 
·I 
tl 
I 39 
! 
I 
- 7"7=- -,_c_-_:;__·-'---t -__;_c·=-= -
: 
Girls i 
! 
· June in the upper and middle groups than did girls. 
achieved higher i n the upper and lower groups in September than I 
All groups of boys and gir ls achieved less at both I !boys. 
periods in problems than in examples on the item which measured 1 
average. 
\10. Is There a Gain or a Loss in Pupil Achievement on Items 
I Measuring Business Arithmetic Processes? 
;Table 17. A Comparison of June and September Scores for Items That Measure Business Arithmetic Processes: 
Metro politan Achievemerit Test-Form R-Sub-Test 
Three Advanced Battery. 
BOYS · GIRLS TOTAL 
i 
'I 
June 
ITt.Am n.l"> f"lUD Percen 
Sept. Diff. June 1 Sept. Dif f. June Sep-=t--._,_D_il_f_f-4 ,_ 
Per cEnt ?eroeri; PE;!I:'~=ce=m"-'f -=fur>=-~~ca,.,.,.,n"-'f-"J""""'""~irc,:e,,,rit,,,l<i'-"£~er;a_c.flt Rm:Hm ; ~r c • 
44 UPPer 92 81 -11 82 90 +8 87 86 -1 
Int. Mi ddle 54 53 -1 44 41 -3 49 47 
-----+--=--
. 11----tl-TTLo_nwn_e_r+--At_:_4.9 +-=,.,~~--=----1--"':_r-t:_' ---l----=~----+--3__ i 
I 
45 p.u;~l~A-yl"> ----l~-~~~u . . .___+--~3g___j__~8~8~-I--Lk!. ?:8 __ !---=-::.,' l!.J,0L_J._ Q.8 62.._...1_8=0""--l-~6~11 
I 
Comm Mid dle Fi1 53 +2 66 42 -24 59 48 -11 
~---~L~o~w~e~r-r-=1~6--+-1~6~-~~0~-}-~8~4--~3~~--~5~--r-~1=2-4-=l~0--+-2~~1 
46 ~U~p~p_e_r~~88~-+-7~2~~~-~1~6~ __ 7.~8~+-~6~7--~-~1~1~_~83~+-7~ o~+--~13~-~ 
16 -18 32 25 -7 33 21 -12 I Middle 34. --=.:=----1----=..!:~ 
Lower 5 11 9 I j---+----+--=---i-....::;:__-~:.._:1':._:4::__-+-~3~--1-- 3 0 4 6 +2 1 
Int. 
1 
47 r~~n·ne~r~-~6i~9 ~~fi,._l ~~-~18~-~~~iQ_.fi _J_~4-Qifi ___ _ ~·~·l~O r-~Ri:?.~~~4.i8 -4 I 
l
int • Middle 
Tower 
48 _TTnna,... 
rm 't. "lfinc'll.A ,Lower , 
-L-----,. -· 
12 9 -3 7 4 -3 10 7 -3 
5 9 ~4 3 3 0 4 6 
19 ..19 .. ~() 9"1 7.1:;. 
9 10 +1 :21 Fi 
5 9 •4 > 3 ' 3 
<t.J.9-
~~+-~6~- r--~~+·~·2~~1 
0 ' 4 6 
• 
... 2 
--=- - .. - -----,...- =:._ -=--==-=::-=~==.,...,..--' ------ - - - - -- -'-"-==--==J,j-~-,--- --- - -
I· 
I 
I 
\ 
- ----i~ -- --~ 
!; Table 18. 
Tax 1 
l Lowe r 6 0 -6 1 8 + 7 _L -1-~4:!~!---+-=-· ol .l--4.:' 
II I 
1 ~u~rn~ne~. r~~5~3~~~51~~.--~2~4-~39&-~3~6~~~-~3 -4~4~6 ~44~~~~-?. __ II 29 -
1
1 Mi ddle 18 8 -10 21 l a! -10 20 10 -10 ~I Int.~~--~~~~~~--~-~~1-~~-~~~-4~~~--~~~~-~~~~~~ 
' ~·---+--=Lo::.::....:..w:....::e..:::r-+ _ _ _)6~-+-~o - ~---'-_,. 6..,__-+----L~ _ _a _ _rl __ --+_ A_.. __ +--...:c· 4,.__.. . '-"-=··-.-0M=-41 
I 31 Uppe r 56 53 -3 31 48 +1'7 1:4 so 
rRat e 
1
1 Middle 22 23 .. 1 8 13 .. 5 15 1R .. 3 
1:_ --~T~,o~wrP.~P ~~hJ--+-~s~ 4-~-a-J ~~- ~1-4-~8~-~·~·'7~-+~4~--~~6~~·~2 ~j 
II 
I
ll 32 Un-oer 49 47 -2 48 .. ~4 -1-- M_ 1-· 49--l--'-4:::..:1=---.--...::::8:._._...;1 
Middle 18 8 -10 3 5 t2 11 7 -4 
II Comm 
Low e r 6 0 -6 0 6 •6 3 3 0 
I il 33 _ Upper 47 _40 -7 28 _ 25 ___ _ --3 _ _ ~3 _.,. 0 
1 I t Middle 21_-l--___:e,4'---l--·- ;;.--=1._,_7 __ +- ~ _.3 -5 ._.l.P-·-+--~4 --+--- ..,1 ,.,.1 4 1 ~ · Lower I h 0 -6 o_ A .&A .3 4 .f.] I 
11 I 
/
1 Tbe tendency for a loss in a cbievement in bus in e·s s I 
1
1 arithmetic as noted in tbe examples test is again e vident on 
II tbe problems test. The u pper and midd le group bad a ~oss in 
1 
a ch i e vement and tbe lower group bad a gain in achieveme nt. 
:: Tb e losses in a ll groups we r e generally a s a result of boys' 
I scores, wh erea s the gains in all group s were accounted for by 
I 
I 
I 
! 
' girls' scores. Boys in all group s a cbie ved higher at botb i 
40 
\ An interpretation of the abbreviations listed under the 
I ite,m numbers in Tables 17 and 18 is as f ollows: Int. ind icates 
! 
!that the pupil needed to compute interest in order to solve 
I' 
I 
J the exam ple or problem. Corum. indicates that the pupil bad to 
\ com pute commission in order to solve the example or :problem. 
1! Tax indicates the yupil had to compute a tax rate in order to 
I 
\solve the example or problem. Rate indicates that the pupil 
,needed to compute an insurance rate in order to solve the 
I 
item correctly . Am 't. in dicates that the pupil had to add 
princi pal and interest to solve the item correctly. 
i 
li 
I: 
I 
., 
I 
1 for 
I 
An analysis of Table 17 indicates that there was a tendenc I 
a loss in achievement on thi s t ype of arithme tical examples. 
1 A tendency 
1
1 groups and 
II 
for a loss in achievement by the upper and middle 
a gain by the lower group was evident. The gain 
1for the lower group may be due to the e,xtremely low June s cores 
I 
:The loss in achievement wa s accounted for by girls' s cores for 
!the middle group and by boys' scores f or the u pper group. 
Lower group gains were accounted for by boys' scores, as were 
i the ga ins in the middle and u pper groups. Boys in all groups 
! 
,achieved higher than girls at both testing periods. The low 
I 
scores on item 47 and extremely low scores on item 48 may be 
,due in part to the pre sentation of~he exam ples, which was 
as follows: 47 - 48 
Principal - $6,000 
Rate -
Time - 60 da. 
I 
41 
Interest - $ 
Am_Qunt - $ 
-- -- ~~=----== --IL -- ·-:- --
,: 
I 
II 
I 
I 
42 
' 
---- ---'--"'·-=-~ !_ =--=....o-= 
:~ September where ·Gbe girls achieved higher . It is again evident :· 
! that all groups of both sexes achieve lower at both periods 1 
I in problems than in examples when the same proce ss is measured. \ 
!11 . Is There a Gain or a Loss in Pu pil Achievement on Items 
I' Measuring the Computation of Volume? 
1! Table 19. A Comparison of June and September 
1
1\ Items That Measure the Computation 
Metro politan Achievement Test-Form I Three Advanced Battery. 
II 
BOYS - GIRLS · 
ScOl"'es for 
of Volume: 
R-Sub-~rest 
TOTAL 
j: June Sept. Diff . June Sept . Diff • . June 'Sept. T+:,am Groun Perc ent Per ~ent Per ent 
I Upper 82 93 -t11 76 84 .. a 79 89 
I 
., 
I! 
ll 
I! 
:, 49 -
\val . Middle 43 53 -'10 34 45 -t11 39 49 .. 1o II I ' I I 
' Lower ,;, 20 .. 7 8 0 -8 10 10 0 I .. -
I 
On the one item measuring volume, in sub-test three , a 
~~ gain in ach ievement is seen . This gain in a chievement is found 
I 
I in the u pper and mid(He groups wi t b the lower group showing no 
,ch ange. These gains in the upper grou p were accounted f or by 
!l sc~re s of both boys and girls . The lower group shows a gain for 
't> he boys and a l o s s for the girls. In all gr oups , boys achieved \ 
jhigh er than girls at both periods. II 
jl 
I· i 12. Is The r e a Gain or a Los s in Pupil Achievement on Items 
I· 
I Measuring Geometric Processes? 
tTable 20. A Comparison of June and September Scor es for 
Items That Measure Geometric Processes: Metro-
politan Achievement Test-Form R-Sub-Test Three 
Advan ced Battery . li 
I! 
-~-~~~t~~~~-- ---
' I 
- I 
! 
_I! 
-- - - -
- --
-
-·-- ·--- -- -
----
--t --- - - - ---I 
II BOYS GIRLS TOTAL lj 
~ tern June Se -ot. Diff. Jun e Sep~. Diff. J~e Sept. Group _ Per bent Per cen er · en Dif1 • I~ I 
H 50 Upper ?3 86 1'13 82 $2 -tlO '78 89 1'll __ l 
I 
29 
-34 _\ 
.Mi ddle '71 24 -4'7 54 34 -20 63 ect --r-
I i Lower ~, 4~ -tl2 2'7 0 -2? 29 22 -'7 Jt 
1
1
51 Upper 
I 94 84 -10. 96 __ 1--- 84 -12 95 84 -11 
I Middle ?6 60 -16 6~- f---· 61 -2 '70 61 -9 Rect 
,: I Lower 3a_ t--4.3 I 1'5 22. 24 ~ 30 34 +4 ' ..i;_~ . --·· -· .. 
l II 
UPPer 84 I 88 ' -t4 88 '75 -13 86 82 -4 II I 
' 52 
45 -1 '7 I I Middle 64 49 -15 60 41 -19 62 ' 
I! 
~ect 
' I 18 21 +3 I Lower ' 24 - .39 1'15 11 3 I -8 I -- I I I 1Jpper h~ S4 -9 - 3'7 2_'7 _- : -10 50 41 -9 I ; 53 ,j 
l Middle 10 _ 8 -2 40 8 -32 25 8 -1 '7 11 ITri -i I 
Lower f) 
_ll +9 3 3 0 4 ' 9 +5 ' I II Upper 88 '71: -14 '76 6'7 -9 82 '71 -11 I /54 
' 34 ' 23 -10 I 
ITri 
Mi ddle ~1 26 -5 19 -15 33 
-- ----
I 
Lower 15 16 1'1 3 3 0 I 9 10 +1 I I i 
' ' I 
I 
of the abbreviations found I An interpretation under the I, 
!I numbered items in Tables 20 and 21 is as f ollows : Re ct. 
II 
~ ind ic a tes geometric process e s of rectangle s. Tri. indicates I 
I 
geometric processes of triangles. 
I I 
measured geometric I On those it ems wh ich processes, a I 
'! tendency for a loss in acbiP vement may be seen. This loss is 
It 
I, 
! largely ac counted f or by the u pper and middle groups since the 
•I 
. lower grou.p b as a gain in a chievement . The lo s s in achievement 
I 
1l for the u pper and middle groups is equally th e r esult of the 
I 
• 
j; s cores of boys and girls. The ga ins in the l ower group are 
---= ==r=--------= --=- =-- -= .:----=:_ --=-~==!::--==--=-
I 
I 
i 
,I 
II 
! 
I 
~ t c counted f'or by boy s ' score s • ~~t- I-s~ :f inter est to n~t ~ t::; 
l;.ro r the mo st part , scores in all group s and of both sexe s are 
il h igher on items 50, 51 and 52, items that measure achievement 
.I 
'J on rect angles ; than 
:l items which measure 
the scores obt ained on items 53 and 54, 
achievement on triangles. This difference 
is especial ly noticeable in the middle and l ower groups. On 
!items 53 and 54, boys achieved h igher in June and September 
than girls. On i terns 50, 51 and 52, boys' and girls r achieve -
1 
•ment i s rel at ive ly t he same at both periods in the u pper group . 
i 
'Boys in the middle group generally ach i eved higher than girls, 
! 
din the lower group boys sbow a marked superiority. 
,, 
II 
ii Table 21. 
II I 
II 
I! 
I 
A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Geometric Processe s: Metro-
politan Achievement Test-Fo rm R-Sub-Tes t Four 
Advanced Battery. 
GIRLS · TOTAL 
II 
t 
BOYS --~-----~----~~----r----41 June . Sent ' Diff . Per en-G Di ff 
'r'1 TTnnPl'1 65 5'7 -8 54 64 1'10 60 I 61 
1
2 I , . ~ t 
Ivliddle ~n 2.6 -~0 2'7 29 .. 2 32 ' 28 , -4 R
1
, t e c t j-;:=-==~f--·r...V>.l---+-.....,.__-r-- . 
2 -1_2 9 8 -1 12 I 5 -7 I 
' ,_
1 
__ __l---=L::.:::O:.:.W:..::e::..:r:.......L__:1:::...4.;_'_.~-_.. _J-~----~-----L----ll~.....-_--l!.....---fl 
II 
I Only one item was included in the problems test which 
I 
measure·d geometric pro cesse s. Table 21 shows tha t a slight 
1gain in a chievement is found f or the u pper group on this i tem , 
I 
wherea s a los s is shown for the middle and lower grou ps. In 
I 1~11 three groups, boys' scores accounted f or the loss in , 
groups 
score s 
- -=r 
44 
il 
\I 
45 
- ~ --- -· . -
--=---= ;:_- ...=-.o:....::_-c-f --- _-_.,-_ ---=--
- -
1 
I 1 ~vere higher, in a l l groups, f or September. Wben item 27, which 
,. 
measures achievement in geometry on problems is compared to items 
I 
I 
which measure items measuring geometry, as found in the exampl es 
~e ction of the test, it may be s Pen th at all groups of both s exe 
I 
achieve lo wer on problems . It is of int erest to not e that on 
~tern 27, all groups of boys ha d a loss in ach i evement as against 
I, I r gain f or girls in a ll groups. It is noted that t hose items 
which contain a girl's name , in many instances throughout the 
I 
'problem s t e st, would seem to a id scores obtained by girls. 
,, 
!' 
113. Is Th ere a Gain or a Loss in Pupil Achievement on I tems 
i' 1 Measuring Al gebraic Process es ? 
!Table 22. 
j' 
I 
A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure Al gebraic Processe s: Metro-
polit an Achieveme~ nt r est-Form R-Sub-Test Three 
Advanced Battery. II j' ........-- ---~--------.-------~--.---------1 
I BOYS GirtLS TOTAL ! f:.;:;t:..::e..:::m:.._r~:.::.r..:::.o:..::u:.o:. P:__+-J_u_~=e.!:.Fr~.::::.-~.= :8:...::~-·-+D_i_f_f_.-+,J_u-=-ff~~-=-r-f-"~=ifo...::€c_t_._,_D_i_f_f_._,_J_u-=-p-"'2-=-r_,c r::~=if:...:t=-t-.-+D.;_;;i::.:f:..::.;f j ~ 
I Uoper 82 : 74 -8 90 75 - 15 86 75 -11 1 55 
I MiddlA 32 38 31 : 36 .J5 ~9. ::17 -'S I t 1'6 
Lower 18 29 ' ofll 3 9 .f.6 1 1 1 9 48 J ,,---~~~--+-~~-+~~_,~~~r-~~r-~-~, ~~-+~=-_,~~--r-~~
'Alg 
I TT ODAI' 77 58 -19 76 80 of4 77 6 9 I 56 
" Mi ddle 30 28 2 19 22 II Alg - 25 25 ol 
Lower 16 14 -2 3 3 0 10 9 -1 
/' 
Table 22 shows th a t t he upper group bad a loss in achieve -I! 11 
I' 
l~ent on the al gebra items. This loss wa s, for the most par t, 
raccounted for by boys' score s on item 56 8nd by girls' scores 
1on item 55. Th e middle and lower group s tended to h ave a gain 
,..._ -=-=ll~=---
1 
I 
46 
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11 in achievement. This gain wa s as a result o f both boys' and 
I g irls' scores. In general boys tended to have a loss in 
I 
I achievement an d girls tended to gain. In the u pper and middle 
' groups , girls achieved slightly higher than boys a t both 
Period s . The lower group showed a superiority in a chievemen t 
in fa vor of boys. 
14. Is There a Gain or a Los s in Pupil Achievement on Items 
Mea sur•ing the Computation of Square Root? 
I I Table 23. A Comparison of June and September Scores for 
Items That Measure the Computation of Square 
Root: Metropolitan Ach ievement Test~Form R-
Sub-Test Three Advanced Battery. 
I . BOYS - t . GIRLS TOTAL -
I~t-::~~;-- >-:J~;_,Ji>~t ·fnif!. I Jre~~~il't:•;;:~f. ~ ul'llr J~\\~t . ' Difr_. 
57 J!P-=- r---33 -- r 28 -· -~~~-~-'11 __ ,_+9 , 28 30 ~2 ~~ 
~~: ~::;~~-~ -• i!- --~ ~~-] --';- ~: -_t! ___ . ~~ 1: , : ~ I 
The f inal i tem of sub-test three measured achi ev ement in 
I square root. An examination of this table shows the very low 
~,l, Pscores obtained by boys and girls of a ll groups at both 
eriods. The tendency for a gain may be noted. This gain is 
I I in all probability due to the lo w June scores. On the whole, 
I boys achieved higher on this item than did girls. In general, 
gains are accounted for by girls' scores. This also may be 
due to th e fact that girls h ad lower June scores than boys. 
I 
I 
-- ---- .:--=.=--=="-='-------=--==--==-o..=...==-·----'-1'!==-:-"--=---==-----
' 
,, 
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CH APTER V 
SU:Nllv1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
11 The purpose of this study was , to determine changes in 
I ~ performance on individual examples and pro b lems of the arith-
jmetic sub -tests of ~he Metro politan Achievement Test following 
the summe r vacation. Since the t e sts were administered a s near 
as possible t o the t e rminal point s (the end of gr a de s e ven and 
the beginning of gra de eight) a ny change in score may b e a ttrib-
,uted to general life experience dur ing the summ~r and not a t all 
t o 
I 
I 
l ing 
I 
I 
the effects of specific in-sch ool instruction. 
The following observations see m worthy of note in summariz-
the r e sults of this investiga tion: 
1. A loss in achievement is shown for the following types 
of arithmetic exampl e s: whole numbers, fractions, 
percent, gra phs, ratio, business arithmetic, geometry, 
and algebra. 
2. A gain in achievement i s shown for the following types 
of arithmetic examples: scale, volume and, square root. 
3. A loss in achievement is . shown for the following type s 
of arithme tic problems: per cent, average, business 
arithmetic, and g e ometry. 
4. A gain in achievement is shown for the following types 
of arithmetic problems: whole numbers, fr a ctions, and 
scale. 
5. The children tested achieved less at both p e riods on 
problems as compa r ed to exampl e s when the same arith-
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metical proces s was measured. 
6. Boys achieved bigber tban girls in June and in Septem-
ber in all tbree groups. 
7. Boys tended to bave a greater loss of achievement tban 
girls on botb examples and problems. 
8. Tbe u ppPr twenty-five percent of tbe pupils tested bad 
a gain on five types of examples and four types of 
problems and a loss in achievement on seven types of 
examples and four types of problems. 
9 . Tbe middle fifty percent of tbe pupils tested bad a 
gain on seven types of examples and four types of prob-
lems and a loss on six types of examples and five types 
of problems. 
10. Tbe lower twenty-five percent of tbe pupils tested bad 
a gain on five types of examples and three types of 
problems and a loss in achievement on seven types of 
examples and five types of problems. 
11. As far as tbe present study is concerned, achievement 
in arithmetic would seem to be directly related to tbe 
length of time tbe subject bas been learned. Retention 
is more manifest among old associations tban among 
tbose more recently established. 
Tbe evidence presented would indicate tbat tbe present 
1betbod of assuming little or no cbange in achievement test scores 
las a result o.f tbe summer vacation balds true for tbis grade 
I 
evel in arithmetic. Some slight loss in achievement may be 
48 
!expected for those types of arithmetic that have been most 
recently learned and a sbort period of review will be necessary 
in tbe fall to attain tbe spring level of achievement on tbese 
1
types. 
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CHAPTER VI 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
AND 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
;I Another major 1 imitation is the fact that this study bas 
jbeen carried out on a single grade population, only. A wortb-
l,wbile extension of the p:r>esent study would be to administer the 
r ests under similar conditions at every grade level. 
,I A third major limitation is the fact that this investiga-
I 
lit ion b a s been limited to a single community. It is o bviously 
li 
~~im possible to carry out such studies on samples representative 
lef the whole country. If, however, such studies coul d be 
I -
[
carried out in_ vario~s communities, the results would b e im-
e a surably strengthened. 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
-- · I 
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